The sensitivity of the reflection of shortwave radiation over the Southern Ocean to the cloud properties there is estimated using observations from a suite of passive and active satellite instruments in combination with radiative transfer modeling. A composite cloud property observational data description is constructed that consistently incorporates mean cloud liquid water content, ice water content, liquid and ice particle radius information, vertical structure, vertical overlap, and spatial aggregation of cloud water as measured by optical depth versus cloud-top pressure histograms. The observational datasets used are Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) effective radius filtered to mitigate solar zenith angle bias, the Multiangle Imaging Spectroradiometer (MISR) cloud-top height-optical depth (CTH-OD) histogram, the liquid water path from the University of Wisconsin dataset, and ice cloud properties from CloudSat. This cloud database is used to compute reflected shortwave radiation as a function of month and location over the ocean from 408 to 608S, which compares well with observations of reflected shortwave radiation. This calculation is then used to test the sensitivity of the seasonal variation of shortwave reflection to the observed seasonal variation of cloud properties. Effective radius decreases during the summer season, which results in an increase in reflected solar radiation of 4-8 W m 22 during summer compared to what would be reflected if the effective radius remained constant at its annual-mean value. Summertime increases in low cloud fraction similarly increase the summertime reflection of solar radiation by 9-11 W m 22 . In-cloud liquid water path is less in summertime, causing the reflected solar radiation to be 1-4 W m 22 less.
Introduction
Over the last few decades we have gained unprecedented insight into the role of clouds in Earth's radiation budget because of advances in spaceborne instrumentation. The Southern Ocean region (defined as 408-608S), while very important to Earth's radiation budget, is less explored and of special interest because of its pristine environment and extensive cloud cover. Of greatest importance to the albedo are the low-topped and optically thick clouds that are ubiquitous in this region (Haynes et al. 2011) and that have a considerable influence on the reflected solar radiation. Given that the low cloud shortwave feedback is found to be the largest source of intermodel spread in climate sensitivity (Bony et al. 2006) and that a strongly negative and localized optical depth feedback has been diagnosed within multimodel ensemble results from phases 3 and 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP3 and CMIP5) over the Southern Ocean (Zelinka et al. 2012 (Zelinka et al. , 2013 , it is important to fully utilize remote sensing data to better understand cloud processes in this region. To this end we use the strengths of several spaceborne instruments to better define the structure, phase, and particle size of clouds in this region and their seasonal variations. These datasets are used to construct a database of Southern Ocean cloud properties from which reflected shortwave radiation (SW [ ) may be calculated. This methodology allows us to separate the contributions to the annual-mean and seasonal variations of cloud reflectivity in the Southern Ocean by different physical properties of the clouds.
We have drawn on many remote sensing datasets in order to construct a database of the cloud properties that are needed by radiative transfer models to calculate the monthly reflectivity. The applicability of our cloud property construction is tested through comparisons of our ''reconstructed'' reflectivity to that observed by Clouds and the Earth's Radiant Energy System (CERES). Each remote sensing dataset has its own strengths and weaknesses, and each elucidates a different aspect of the cloud population over the Southern Ocean. The observed seasonal variation of cloud properties sheds light on mechanisms that govern cloud processes and the relative importance of the annual cycle of different cloud properties to the reflection of solar radiation.
Remotely sensed cloud properties a. The multi-instrument approach
Cloud properties show considerable variability in the midlatitudes and determining the influence of these variations on the radiative budget is important. To examine the dependence of albedo on the seasonal cycle of cloud properties, we reconstruct the upwelling shortwave radiation (SW) using plane-parallel radiative transfer in combination with the observations of a suite of cloud properties. These properties are cloud fraction, the liquid and ice water paths of these clouds, the effective radius of the particles that compose the liquid and ice, and the vertical structure and spatial coverage of the clouds.
In the creation of mean monthly clouds from observations, we are presented with two options: using a single instrument that measures these cloud properties simultaneously or using a combination of several different instruments, which each measure individual cloud properties that we may then combine in a consistent way. The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) (Foot 1988; Platnick et al. 2003) produces the most comprehensive single set of retrievals of cloud optical properties, but several elements of the MODIS retrieval methodology make using it in synergy with observations from other instruments an attractive strategy.
The fractional coverage of cloud is of paramount importance to the SW flux calculation over dark ocean surfaces. In the Southern Ocean region, the clouds that impact the SW most significantly are the low cloud (Haynes et al. 2011) . Thus, we must choose an observation of cloud fraction that is well suited for very accurately retrieving the coverage of cloud and the distribution of cloud in height and optical thickness.
The International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP), MODIS, and Multiangle Imaging Spectroradiometer (MISR) instruments retrieve cloud fraction as well as height and optical depth but with differing fidelity. The cloud mask agrees between these instruments, but the MODIS cloud-top height-optical depth (CTH-OD) histogram differs greatly from those retrieved by ISCCP and MISR (Marchand et al. 2010 ). This is because optical depth is not retrieved for pixels on cloud edges by MODIS, thus lowering the zonal-mean cloud fraction within the CTH-OD histogram by 10%-35% in the Southern Ocean relative to ISCCP, MISR and the MODIS cloud mask and raising the average optical depth of the clouds within the histogram. While it would be possible to rescale the MODIS CTH-OD histogram by the cloud mask to bring the total coverage of cloud into agreement with other instruments, the probability density function (PDF) of optical depth within the scaled histogram would be tilted in favor of optically thicker clouds, as shown in Marchand et al. (2010) . Consequently, this would lead to SW
[ calculated from a rescaled CTH-OD histogram to be too large because the mean optical thickness would be biased high. Given that MODIS is not suited to retrieval of consistent cloud fraction and optical depth for reconstruction of SW flux, we are left to choose between CTH-OD histograms from ISCCP and MISR. ISCCP is shown to retrieve optically thick cloud fractions similar to MISR and MODIS in the tropics and subtropics but produces a lower optically thick cloud fraction than either instrument in the midlatitudes. This behavior is consistent with the latitudinal dependence of ISCCP cloud fractions as the ISCCP transitions from geostationary to polarorbiting platforms in the midlatitudes (Evan et al. 2007; Marchand et al. 2010) . It may also potentially be due to biases in the ISCCP optical depth retrieval induced by the one-dimensional radiative transfer, assumptions as to cloud phase, or the horizontal resolution (Marchand et al. 2010) . Not only is the accurate retrieval of cloud fraction important, but the vertical structure of clouds is important as well. Cloud-top retrievals for low clouds using thermal channels are often confused by inversions in temperature, making the MISR multicamera instrument, which detects low cloud tops at a comparable skill to Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) (Wu et al. 2009 ), an excellent choice for accurately diagnosing low cloud amount and top height. Given these issues we have chosen to use MISR to retrieve cloud fraction, optical depth, and height, particularly because low clouds dominate over the Southern Ocean.
Even if the MODIS CTH-OD histogram could be brought into agreement with the retrievals performed by instruments that do not discard cloud edges, there are still considerable problems with using its retrieved liquid and ice water path. Besides the overall omission of MODIS water path retrievals in edge pixels, the liquid and ice water path are empirically determined based on the cloud optical thickness, cloud-top particle radius, and cloud-top thermodynamic phase (Stein et al. 2011 ).
In the case of clouds flagged by the thermodynamic phase algorithm as cold topped, the optical thickness will potentially be some combination of liquid and ice water signals which are impossible to separate (Horvath and Davies 2007) . This is particularly problematic in the midlatitudes, where synoptic systems and mixed-phase boundary layer clouds occur frequently. To disentangle the liquid and ice water paths, we have utilized the microwave liquid water path, which is relatively insensitive to ice (O'Dell et al. 2008) , and the combined lidar-radarderived ice water path (Mace and Deng 2011) , which is highly sensitive to larger ice crystals. [Microwave, radar, and lidar data are not available from MODIS and MISR, so data from the University of Wisconsin (UWISC) climatology and CloudSat are used.] The use of these datasets to reconstruct the upwelling shortwave radiation, as opposed to optical depth-derived liquid and ice water paths, is arguably a more rigorous challenge because the technique is completely independent of cloud shortwave reflectance, which is the quantity that we ultimately wish to calculate from the cloud properties. While both radarlidar and microwave techniques might suffer from systematic errors in their retrievals (Chubb et al. 2013; O'Dell et al. 2008) , they are likely the most accurate remote sensing observations available that detail the behavior of cloud liquid and ice in cold-topped and mixedphase clouds.
In summary, observations from a variety of different instruments that are well suited to the remote sensing challenges of the Southern Ocean have been selected. These observations are combined in a consistent way to form a mean cloud scene. While they will suffer from random errors and systematic biases as all observations do, it is argued that the choice of datasets is more optimal for the problem of interest. While using a single instrument to consistently describe the cloud properties in the Southern Ocean has some advantages, in this case the problem of interest and the remote sensing challenges of the region favor a multi-instrument approach. In the following sections, we describe the data from which we will calculate the upwelling SW.
b. Cloud fraction
To measure the cloud fraction we use the MISR CTH-OD histogram (Marchand et al. 2010) . Because MISR is a passive instrument, it only detects the height of the topmost cloud layer. Information of cloud coverage beneath visible cloud is not retrieved. To determine the total fraction of cloud coverage in each layer, we combine MISR with cloud overlap information. This may be either a simple assumption such as random overlap or may be inferred from observations such as the CloudSat level 2B geometric profile product (2B-GEOPROF; Mace et al. 2009 ). In the following section, we examine the application of overlap information to the MISR histogram in the creation of an approximate total cloud fraction in several vertical categories.
Overlap probabilities are calculated using the cloud profiling radar (CPR) cloud mask in the 2B-GEOPROF data. In this study we consider clouds segregated based on cloud-top pressure (CTP) into low (CTP . 680 hPa), middle (440 hPa , CTP , 680 hPa), and high (CTP , 440 hPa) categories, consistent with ISCCP definitions of these categories. Throughout the rest of this study, we use the same definitions of the low, middle, and high cloud categories. Because of the simplicity of our three category system, we may explicitly write down the potential overlap cases that we consider in terms of underlying layers and topmost cloudy layer (denoted by a subscript T): P(L j M T ) (the probability of a low cloud occurring when a middle-topped cloud is present), P(L : M j H T ) (the conditional probability of a low cloud beneath a high-topped cloud with no middle cloud), P(L^M j H T ) (the conditional probability of a low cloud and a middle cloud when a high cloud is present), and P(M j H T ) (the probability of a middle cloud beneath a high cloud). The oceanic zonally averaged daytime only values of these probabilities are shown in Fig. 1 . For comparative purposes, we also show the raw cloud fraction detected by CloudSat (fractional detection in each cloud category whether or not there is overlying or underlying cloud and analogous to a GCM cloud fraction), written as P(L), P(M), and P(H), and the fractional detection of cloud tops in each category (with no overlying cloud by the CPR and analogous to the cloud fraction a passive instrument would detect), written as P(L T ), P(M T ), and P(H T ). The probability of detecting a low cloud may be written as
, and the probability of detecting a middle cloud may be written as P(M) 5 P(M T ) 1 P(M j H T )P(H T ). The total cloud detected may also be compared to the MODIS cloud mask overlapping with the CloudSat swath that is contained in the 2B-GEOPROF dataset, as shown in Fig. 2 . Uncertainty is estimated for the 2B-GEOPROF cloud fraction by calculating the cloud fraction, including very weak echoes where the reflectivity strength is less than the single-column sensitivity of the radar (Mace 2007) . Uncertainty in the MODIS cloud mask overlapping with the 2B-GEOPROF data is calculated using the MODIS cloud mask confidence flag. Given that 2B-GEOPROF does not efficiently detect low, liquid clouds (Stephens et al. 2002) , we would not expect it to give a reasonable value for the low cloud overlap cases. This is borne out by the relatively low values of P(L T ) and P(L) as shown in Fig. 1 compared to passive estimates as well as the overall lower cloud coverage compared to MODIS cloud mask shown in Fig. 2 . On examination of Fig. 1 , it is clear that in the Southern Ocean region low and middle clouds are frequently found beneath high clouds.
To examine the seasonal cycle of cloud fraction, we use the native resolution of the MISR histogram at 18 3 18 and interpolate the climatological zonal-mean overlap probabilities from 2B-GEOPROF to this grid. This probability climatology is used to create an approximate overlapped cloud fraction using the MISR CTH-OD histogram for the period 2000-09, as shown in Fig. 3 . It should be noted that at latitudes poleward of 508S during winter high solar zenith angles do not allow MISR to retrieve cloud fraction, and these months have been left blank.
The 408-608S region has large fractional coverage of low cloud with a peak amount in the summer (Fig. 3a) . Middle cloud fraction peaks in wintertime at 408S and in FIG. 1. Probabilities of (top) overlap, (middle) cloud detections, and (bottom) cloud-top detections from 2B-GEOPROF. Error bars are shown with dashed lines. The variables P(L T ), P(M T ), and P(H T ) refer to the fractional occurrence of cloud tops in each category with no overlying cloud. The variables P(L), P(M), and P(H) refer to the total fractional detection of clouds in each height category by the CPR, regardless of other cloud category detections. The variable P(L : M j H T ) refers to the conditional probability of low cloud and no middle cloud beneath a high cloud, P(L^M j H T ) refers to the conditional probability of low cloud and middle cloud when high clouds are present, P(L j M T ) gives the conditional probability of a low cloud occurring beneath a middle cloud, and P(M j H T ) gives the conditional probability of detecting a middle cloud beneath a high cloud. For further details, refer to the text. summer at 608S (Fig. 3b) . MISR detects a relatively small amount of high cloud, which peaks in the wintertime (Fig. 3c) .
Upper-level cloud fraction is underestimated by MISR . MISR fails to see tenuous upper-level cloud because height retrieval is dependent on feature contrast. Thus, optically thin cloud above optically thick cloud is typically classified as the optically thick cloud's category because its feature contrast is frequently higher. This leads to optically thin middle and high cloud fraction being underestimated by MISR. Given that our primary interest is to estimate the impact of the radiatively dominant low cloud fraction on the upwelling shortwave radiation (Haynes et al. 2011 ), we accept this as a known bias.
COMPARISON TO OTHER CLOUD FRACTION

RETRIEVALS
The fractional coverage of cloud plays a central role in the calculation of upward radiative flux but presents a variety of remote sensing challenges. Thus, we compare several datasets: our MISR-and 2B-GEOPROFderived overlapped cloud fraction; the combined CALIPSO-CloudSat climatology of cloud fraction of Kay and Gettelman (2009) (for the period 2006-11); the MISR CTH-OD overlapped cloud fraction using a simple random overlap; and the GCM-Oriented CALIPSO Cloud Product (CALIPSO-GOCCP; Chepfer et al. 2009 ) (for the period 2006-09). These datasets are shown in Fig. 4 . The cloud fraction is split into the 408-508S and the 508-608S regions. In the more poleward latitude band MISR does not provide retrievals during the winter period of darkness and low sun angle, and thus we must infer the seasonal cycle during this period. The cloud fraction seems to have a similar behavior to the more equatorward region shown in Fig. 4 . We can see that in both regions MISR detects distinct seasonal cycles in each cloud category. We find wintertime peaks for middle and high cloud as calculated by the overlap from 2B-GEOPROF that are consistent with previous studies, which diagnosed an upper-level cloud fraction peak in winter driven by extratropical cyclone activity in the Southern Ocean equatorward of 608S (Bromwich et al. 2012; Haynes et al. 2011) . This is also echoed by the seasonal cycle shown by the CALIPSO-CloudSat synergy, which is highly suited for the detection of icy upper-level cloud. The season of peak high and midlevel cloud amount differs between the two instruments by a few months, but this may be due to the interplay between solar zenith angle and optical depth. Visible optical depth tends to be overestimated at times of high solar zenith angle (Grosvenor and Wood 2014; Loeb and Coakley 1998; Loeb and Davies 1997; Loeb et al. 1997; Loeb and Davies 1996) , which would tend to bias MISR tenuous upper-level cloud detections toward the time of highest solar zenith angle. Finally, the mean amount of middle and high cloud detected by the active instruments is higher in most cases than that diagnosed by MISR, which is consistent with the known underestimation of tenuous upper-level cloud by the MISR instrument, CloudSat's sensitivity to strongly scattering ice particles, and CALIPSO's sensitivity to optically thin cirrus.
Comparison between low-level cloud fraction as inferred by MISR assuming a random overlap shows qualitatively the same cycle as the 2B-GEOPROF overlap combined with MISR with slight underestimation during the winter and overestimation during the summer, which is consistent with attenuation by thick cloud and underdetection of liquid cloud. The overall amount peaks in summer, which is consistent with the cloud fraction being stability dependent (Klein and Hartmann 1993; Wood and Bretherton 2006) and going in step with lowertropospheric stability (LTS) (Slingo 1980) . The LTS calculated from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Interim Re-Analysis (ERA-Interim) is consistent with this notion, showing peak inversion strength during warmer months in step with low cloud fraction (Fig. 4) .
While the differences in overlap scheme may not have as great a qualitative effect on low cloud, we argue that random overlap is not appropriate for diagnosing middle cloud. Both the synoptic activity peak in winter in the Southern Ocean and the measured cloud fraction from CALIPSO-CloudSat support the notion of a wintertime peak in middle and high cloud, which requires correlation between middle and high cloud. Thus, we utilize the measured probability of overlap from 2B-GEOPROF to diagnose middle cloud beneath high cloud. This seems especially apt given that both middle and high cloud are reflective to radar because they are primarily ice phase. The correlation between middle and high cloud occurrence is expected if they are both driven by storm-track activity.
Another source of disagreement between the CALIPSOCloudSat and MISR12B-GEOPROF data is in the seasonal cycle of low cloud, which MISR shows as peaking in the warmer months and at generally higher fractional coverage than CALIPSO-CloudSat (Fig. 4) , while CALIPSO-CloudSat shows a rough wintertime peak with less low cloud. This disagreement is consistent with the nature of CALIPSO-CloudSat and MISR, the former is highly accurate at detecting upper-level clouds and the latter at optically thick clouds. CloudSat misses a large amount of optically thin liquid cloud and CALIPSOCloudSat excludes the bottom 720 m (Stephens et al. 2002; Kay and Gettelman 2009) . Globally, CloudSat is estimated to detect only 70% of all liquid cloud over oceans (Stephens et al. 2002) . The increase in wintertime in-cloud ice water path (IWP; shown in Fig. 8a ) leads us to hypothesize that the wintertime peak in low cloud, as diagnosed by active remote sensing, is more a result of an increase in radar reflectivity than an overall increase in low cloud coverage.
Finally, comparison with GOCCP, which is able to detect a larger fraction of liquid clouds than CloudSat, although it suffers heavily from attenuation, shows a similar cycle in low cloud in the 408-508S band to MISR, leading us to believe that this cycle is real and not an artifact of MISR's cloud detection algorithm. It is unclear if the difference between these two low cloud retrievals in the more poleward region from 508 to 608S is due to increased attenuation of the lidar by thick upper-level cloud or if the MISR histogram is in error. Given the consistency of the MISR histogram and the simplicity of the method by which we retrieve the low cloud fraction from the observed cloud tops, we believe the MISR low cloud in this region is physically reasonable. FIG. 4 . Intercomparison of cloud fraction from MISR, CALIPSO-CloudSat, and GOCCP and the LTS. The seasonal cycles of (top) P(L), (middle) P(M), and (bottom) P(H) are shown. Cloud fraction calculated from MISR is shown using a random overlap assumption and using the correlation found by 2B-GEOPROF. We have separated the plot into two latitude bands. MISR does not retrieve cloud fraction during high-latitude winter and consequently is left blank in the higher-latitude band. The LTS links to the right axis of the low cloud plots and is given in kelvin.
c. Liquid water path
We calculate an approximate in-cloud liquid water path using a combination of several instruments over the period 2001-08. To calculate the upwelling SW and determine the contributions due to variability of liquid water content in different cloud categories, we must know not only the amount but also the vertical distribution of liquid water. Microwave and optical techniques are able to retrieve liquid water path, but both retrieve integrated quantities that are not vertically resolved and the latter cannot distinguish between signals originating from ice and liquid (Horvath and Davies 2007) . The liquid water content calculated from millimeter wave radar reflectivity contained in the CloudSat level 2B radar-only cloud water content product (2B-CWC-RO; Austin and Stephens 2001) retrieves a vertically or horizontally resolved profile of liquid content but is limited by the inability of radar to determine thermodynamic phase in the mixed-phase cloud and thus the necessity of assuming phase attribution in the mixed-phase temperature range (Huang et al. 2012) . To reduce biases in the vertically resolved liquid water content introduced by these limitations, we force the integrated liquid water path to be consistent with the passive microwave liquid water path in the UWISC dataset, which is well attuned to the detection of liquid (O'Dell et al. 2008 ). This is done by calculating the ratio of liquid water in each pressure category to the vertically integrated liquid water path as determined by the 2B-CWC-RO algorithm, which uses the reflectivity measured by CloudSat in combination with the temperature profile. The zonal-mean behavior of this ratio is shown in Fig. 5 , and uncertainty in this quantity is calculated using the uncertainty in the 2B-CWC-RO data. This ratio may then be used to partition the vertically integrated daytime liquid water path measured using passive microwave. The UWISC liquid water data has been chosen over optical depth based methods because it produces a low systematic error in the Southern Ocean and is able to retrieve liquid water effectively in clouds that contain both ice and liquid (O'Dell et al. 2008) . The daytime liquid water path is calculated from the diurnal cycle provided in the UWISC dataset. This method provides a liquid water path in three layers (consistent with the low, middle, and high pressure categories) that we then divide by the overlapped MISR cloud fraction from the preceding section to yield an in-cloud liquid water path in each pressure category. Creation of a vertically resolved liquid water path by this method offers improvement on simply assuming a vertical partitioning of liquid amount based on the temperature profile. This technique indicates that most of the liquid water is in the low clouds in the midlatitudes, as shown in Fig. 5 .
The middle and high in-cloud liquid content generated by this technique is found to change with temperature (Figs. 6b,c) . Both middle and high in-cloud liquid water path are maximum in summertime with a general trend toward higher in-cloud liquid content at lower latitudes (warmer temperatures). While it should be noted that the in-cloud upper-level liquid water path is quite large, this is an effect of MISR detecting too little high cloud cover and thus biasing in-cloud liquid water in this pressure regime. When averaged horizontally over the entire scene, the amount of liquid water at pressures below 440 hPa is negligible and so does not significantly impact the calculation of SW [ . Both CloudSat-derived overlap for low cloud and random overlap show an increase in low cloud liquid water path in the fall and wintertime (Fig. 6a) .
d. Ice water path
Because of the large particle size of ice, lidar and radar data from both CALIPSO and CloudSat are sensitive to ice and combined information from these instruments is used to constrain the level 2C ice cloud property retrieval product (2C-ICE; Mace and Deng 2011) . When used in conjunction, these instruments allow the creation of a vertical profile of ice water content and ice particle effective radius that contains both the tenuous ice clouds detected by lidar and the optically thicker clouds to which radar is sensitive. Validation of this product in the Tropical Composition, Cloud, and Climate Coupling (TC4) FIG. 5 . The annual-mean fraction of column LWP contained in low, middle, and high categories as calculated by the 2B-CWC-RO algorithm. Error bars are propagated from uncertainty in the 2B-CWC-RO.
and Small Particles in Cirrus (SPARTICUS) field campaigns has shown good agreement between the ice effective radius r ge and IWC retrieved by the 2C-ICE algorithm and the in situ measurements of these quantities (Deng et al. 2010; Heymsfield et al. 2008) , although its retrievals of boundary layer ice clouds may tend to be biased high in the Southern Ocean because of attributing reflections from large cloud droplets to ice crystals (Chubb et al. 2013) . The integrated IWP in each category is shown in Fig. 7 .
We use data from the period 2007-08 from the 2C-ICE product, divided by the cloud fraction from MISR in each level, to give an in-cloud ice water path over the Southern Ocean. Low-altitude in-cloud ice water path is found to increase strongly in winter; high-altitude in-cloud IWP shows a summertime peak; and middlealtitude in-cloud IWP shows a wintertime peak at low latitudes, which transitions to a summertime peak at higher latitudes (Fig. 8) . We have removed points whose ice water is in excess of 4 kg m 22 from the mean, which are assumed to be artifacts of underdetection by MISR of optically thin ice clouds over high contrast boundary layer cloud. These data points account for less than 0.0001% of the total volume of data. In addition, during September 2008, insufficient swaths were available in the CloudSat data archive at the time of writing to achieve good coverage and the September data from 2007 was substituted in its place. FIG. 6 . In-cloud LWP for (a) low, (b) middle, and (c) high level calculated using overlapped MISR cloud fraction and approximate vertical LWP from combined UWISC LWP and CloudSat vertical liquid content. Differences between the random overlap and 2B-GEOPROF overlap calculated in-cloud LWP are shown for low cloud with white contours in (a). In most regions the differences are minimal, with the largest difference existing in winter. The creation of an in-cloud ice water path by this method tends to bias the value toward being too high in upper-level cloud because tenuous ice clouds are frequently undetected by MISR and may be biased slightly high by 2C-ICE (Deng et al. 2010) . We use this technique to be consistent with our calculation of in-cloud liquid in the preceding section. While our method tends to fail when dealing with upper-level cloud, we choose data and methods with the intent of resolving the low cloud as accurately as possible because low cloud is the primary contributor to the cloud radiative effect in this region (Haynes et al. 2011) . The seasonal cycle of in-cloud IWP at pressures above 680 hPa seems relatively strong and physically plausible. Together, the liquid and ice water paths show an increase in low cloud total water path during the winter. This may be caused by efficient longwave cooling at cloud top during the high-latitude winter darkness, leading to buoyant production of turbulence and an increase in liquid, where some of which transitions to ice (Curry 1986; Morrison et al. 2011; Solomon et al. 2011) , as well as more active dynamics during the winter season (Simmonds et al. 2003; Verlinden et al. 2011) .
The effective radius of ice diagnosed by 2C-ICE in the Southern Ocean differs between cloud categories, with low, middle and high clouds having a mean effective radius and RMS uncertainty of 61 6 6, 50 6 5, and 35 6 5 mm, respectively. Middle and high clouds have somewhat higher values in the summer, but the difference is smaller than the RMS uncertainty attached to the dataset.
e. Liquid effective radius
The MODIS instruments onboard the Aqua and Terra polar-orbiting satellites retrieve liquid cloud effective radius r e based upon the combination of one nonabsorbing optical wavelength and one absorbing nearinfrared band (Foot 1988; Nakajima and King 1990; King et al. 1997; Platnick et al. 2003) . The latter can be 1.6, 2.1, or 3.7 mm, although prior to the upcoming collection 6 only the 2.1-mm band is available for level-3 products.
Retrieving r e remotely is somewhat uncertain and yet very important because the reflectivity of clouds is sensitive to r e in the size range of typical marine stratocumulus droplets. King et al. (2013) , Breon and DoutriauxBoucher (2005) , and Painemal and Zuidema (2011) have diagnosed overestimation of r e in marine stratocumulus by the standard retrieval approach relative to in situ measurements and the Polarization and Directionality of the Earth's Reflectances (POLDER).
Furthermore, large differences between r e from these different bands have been observed (Zhang and Platnick 2011; Zhang et al. 2012) , although the magnitude of these differences varies and is generally fairly small in high cloud fraction stratocumulus regions (Zhang and Platnick 2011; Zhang et al. 2012; Painemal and Zuidema 2011; King et al. 2013) . Such spectral differences generally become larger in more strongly precipitating regions and it FIG. 8 . In-cloud IWP for (a) low, (b) middle, and (c) high level calculated using overlapped MISR cloud fraction and 2C-ICE IWP. Differences between the random overlap and 2B-GEOPROF overlap calculated in-cloud LWP are shown for low cloud with white contours in (a). In most regions the differences are minimal, with the largest difference existing in winter.
has been suggested that this reflects vertical changes in r e as a result of the presence of precipitation hydrometeors (Chen et al. 2008 ) and the differing penetration depths of the three bands (Platnick 2000) . However, recent evidence has suggested that precipitation hydrometeors would have little effect on the retrieved r e (Zhang et al. 2012; Zinner et al. 2010) and that the MODIS instrument information content may not be sufficient to discriminate vertical variations in r e (King and Vaughan 2012) . Precipitating regions are also associated with increased cloud heterogeneity and recent evidence suggests that this is a major cause of r e differences between the different bands (Zhang et al. 2012; Painemal et al. 2013 ). Additionally, Zhang (2013) showed that the wide droplet size distributions present in precipitating regions can lead to spectral differences. The prevalence of drizzling low cloud in the Southern Ocean (Haynes et al. 2011 ) increases the likelihood of such retrieval problems for this region.
Based upon observations of Arctic stratocumulus Grosvenor and Wood (2014) showed that the solar zenith angle u 0 at which MODIS retrievals are made will likely affect r e . Reductions in the mean r e of up to 9% relative to low u 0 retrievals were observed for u 0 . 658, depending upon view zenith angle and wavelength. Solar zenith angle was also shown to affect the relative differences in mean r e between the different bands; at low u 0 there was very little relative difference, whereas at high u 0 a spread of around 1 mm was observed. As in other studies, the sign and magnitude of these relative differences was found to be dependent on the cloud heterogeneity. Given all of the above, it is useful to consider r e data retrieved from the different bands as this may give some estimate of the degree of uncertainty in MODIS r e .
Because of the inconsistencies in the MODIS retrieval at high u 0 , in order to obtain a consistent r e dataset it is prudent to restrict MODIS retrievals to u 0 , 658. A global dataset akin to MODIS level 3 with such a restriction has been assembled from one year of MODIS collection 5.1 level-2 data from the Terra and Aqua satellites, as described in Grosvenor and Wood (2014) . This dataset also contains r e retrievals from the different r e bands. Further, only data from 18 3 18 grid boxes for which the liquid cloud fraction is .80% are included in an attempt to avoid r e biases due to cloud heterogeneity within broken cloud scenes (e.g., see Wood and Hartmann 2006; Bennartz 2007) . Comparison to the standard collection 5.1, level-3 product, which is based on the 2.1-mm channel (Fig. 9) , shows that the new dataset r e values are around 1 mm lower, despite the removal of high u 0 retrievals that were likely biased low. This is due to the effect of the .80% cloud fraction screening. As observed in the previous studies mentioned above, large differences between the different MODIS bands of up to almost 3 mm are apparent in the monthly means. Here we take these differences as being representative of retrieval uncertainties.
Each r e retrieval shows a consistent decrease in summer and an increase in winter (Fig. 10) . The collection 5.1 results show that the annual cycle of r e is fairly robust from year to year, leading us to believe that the single year of data from our modified dataset is a relatively good representation of the long-term climatology. However, since the collection 5.1 dataset contains retrievals at very high u 0 during wintertime, it is possible that some of this cycle is an artifact of u 0 on the retrieval of r e . Such high u 0 retrievals have been removed from the modified dataset, but as a result it has data missing in the wintertime when u 0 is always .658. Given that the collection 5.1 dataset shows a relatively smooth behavior in winter, we use a spline interpolation to fill in the missing wintertime data in the modified dataset. Grosvenor and Wood (2014) showed that retrievals of r e at high u 0 (as occur in winter) are likely to be biased low compared to retrievals at low u 0 . Therefore, the amplitude of the annual cycle from collection 5.1 is likely to be underestimated compared to the real cycle and thus can be taken as a lower limit of seasonal variation. It should be noted that it is unknown whether the absolute values of r e in the new dataset are correct. However, the variation of r e through the seasonal cycle is likely to be less prone to seasonally dependent biases (e.g., resulting from u 0 ) and to heterogeneity biases, which may also FIG. 9 . Comparison of the average annual cycle from the MODIS collection 5.1 r e to the 1.6-, 2.1-, and 3.7-mm channel r e retrievals as calculated using the methodology of Grosvenor and Wood (2014) . Gray lines are individual annual cycles from 2002 to 2011 from the collection 5.1 data, and the solid black line is a mean over these years. Because of the constraint on u 0 , data during the wintertime must be interpolated. Interpolated values are shown using only a symbol.
vary seasonally, and thus the amplitude of the cycle is likely to be more accurate.
It is possible that the seasonal r e cycle is simply due to the meteorology of the clouds in this region leading to changing cloud-top liquid water contents (LWCs). On the other hand, for a constant LWC, it is also consistent with an increase in the cloud-top droplet number concentration N d and therefore the notion of the peaking of ocean biogenic production of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) in summer (Korhonen et al. 2008; Vallina et al. 2006) . Calculations of N d (not shown) using the method of Bennartz (2007) show a seasonal cycle that is consistent with this. The N d calculation takes into account any changes in cloud LWP, suggesting that seasonal LWC and meteorological variability are not the cause of the r e cycle. It is unlikely that the seasonal cycle of effective radius is driven by sea salt emissions because they are found to only vary weakly and to be at maximum in winter, rather than in summer (Vallina et al. 2006) . Further, for a cloud in which the liquid water content increases adiabatically and for which N d is constant in the vertical r e } LWP . Given this, it is likely that r e is twice as sensitive to changes in N d than to changes in LWP, indicating that seasonal changes in N d are likely to play a significant role in the observed seasonal variation of r e .
The creation of a cloud database and the calculation of SW [
In this section, we will describe the process by which we create a database of cloud properties that is consistent with observations and from which the upwelling SW may be calculated utilizing plane-parallel radiative transfer. In the creation of this database, our objective is to bring the observations of the distribution of clouds in optical depth and height from the MISR CTH-OD histogram into agreement with the coarsely vertically resolved area-averaged cloud properties. That is to say, we wish to find a distribution of liquid and ice content within the bounds of the MISR CTH-OD histogram such that it satisfies the observed liquid and ice water path resolved into low, middle, and high categories and the observed effective radius of liquid and ice. This database is resolved in time and space and covers the Southern Ocean for the period 2007-08. For each month and latitude-longitude point within the database, there is a data structure that describes the clouds that occur in that month and region. Cloud scenes are categorized into several possible configurations of plane-parallel clouds, and each data structure describes the frequencies of the different cloud configurations. We will refer to these configurations as elements of the data structure. The usefulness of the creation of this database is twofold: First, it allows evaluation of the extent to which observed cloud properties are able to reproduce the observed upwelling shortwave radiation. Second, it enables the calculation of the contributions from individual cloud properties to the upwelling shortwave radiation. In the following section, we will discuss the way in which the data structure for a given region and time in the database is created and the methodology by which an upwelling SW is calculated from it. (A flowchart describing the algorithm is provided in Fig. S1 of  the supplementary material) .
First, we shall describe the basic data structure used. The overarching descriptor of the cloud population is derived from the MISR CTH-OD histogram, which bins the observations for a given month and region in 16 height and 7 optical depth bins (Marchand et al. 2010 ). The MISR CTH-OD histogram is further refined with the use of the cloud overlap probabilities to yield four histograms similar to the original MISR CTH-OD histogram, each of which describes a particular overlap state. The four possible overlap states are as follows: none (the cloud has no clouds in other height categories beneath it), low beneath the topmost cloud, middle and low beneath the topmost cloud, and middle beneath the topmost cloud. The overlap probability and overlap cases are described in detail in section 2b. The overlap probabilities are defined in terms of the low, middle, and high categories. Because of the systematic errors present in the detection of low-altitude liquid cloud fraction by CloudSat (Stephens et al. 2002) , we have chosen to utilize a random overlap probability in the calculation of the low cloud fraction instead of the 2B-GEOPROF overlap probability, which is used for upper-level clouds. By combining the overlap probability with the MISR cloud fraction, a cloud fraction is calculated for each element of the data structure.
The combined MISR CTH-OD histogram and cloud overlap yields a data structure that contains 16 3 7 3 4 elements that correspond to combinations of cloud-top height (16), cloud optical thickness (7), and cloud overlap (4). This data structure for a given month and location is sparsely filled because some overlap cases are impossible given the cloud-top height detected by MISR or no clouds have been detected in that particular optical depth and height range. For instance, low and middle cloud beneath a high cloud may only occur in elements of the data structure that correspond to a hightopped cloud. Elements of the data structure that have a nonzero cloud fraction contain the cloud properties and the atmospheric sounding data that the radiative transfer algorithm requires to calculate an upwelling flux of shortwave radiation.
The clouds described by the data structure must be consistent with the input data from observations. These input data are as follows: the near-cloud-top liquid effective radius as measured by MODIS; the ice effective radius and the IWP as retrieved by the 2C-ICE algorithm; the liquid water path from UWISC partitioned vertically utilizing data from 2B-CWC-RO (UWISC12B-CWC-RO); the CTH-OD histogram from MISR; and the overlap probability measured by 2B-GEOPROF. For instance, the observed overall liquid water path from UWISC12B-CWC-RO for a given time and location should be the same as the liquid water path calculated using all the elements of the data structure. Monthly average data were used for all observations so that the combination of the aforementioned datasets was not dependent on sampling the same clouds on each satellite overpass.
We will now describe the calculation of liquid and ice water contents within the elements of the data structure that are consistent with the observed coarsely resolved liquid and ice water paths as well as the effective radii of liquid and ice. In other words, we will find a distribution of liquid and ice within the granular distribution from MISR CTH-OD that satisfies the coarsely vertically resolved liquid and ice water paths and the effective radii of liquid and ice. This is accomplished by dividing the optical depth pertaining to each element of the data structure into contributions from liquid and ice as well as contributions from low, middle, and high clouds. The optical thickness that describes the cloud in a given data structure element pertaining to the optical depth rangẽ t, a given topmost CTP, and one of the four potential overlap cases (h 2 [1, 4]) is written as t CTP,t,h . The optical thickness t CTP,t,h exists between the bounds of the MISR optical depth histogram fort. We may write the optical depth for the data structure element as a sum of all contributions from categories and phases where LMH refers to the low, middle, and high cloud height categories that exist in the data structure element; CTP refers to the topmost cloud's cloud-top pressure; and ''ice, liq'' refers to the ice and liquid phases,
where the sums are over the existing categories and phases within the atmospheric column that describes the clouds which exist in a given element of the data structure. We may write the 3 3 2 matrix of contributions to the optical thickness t mp as the product of the scalar total optical thickness t CTP,t,h for a given data structure element with a 3 3 2 coefficient matrix C,
where the matrix t mp that will be used to calculate water paths is written as
and where C is the matrix
that contains the coefficients a m , which apportion the optical thickness vertically between low, middle, and high categories, and coefficients b m,p , which apportion the optical thickness of a given layer between liquid and ice (liq,ice). The coefficients are defined such that t CTP,t,h for a given data structure element is completely accounted for by the sum of clouds in the three height categories and two phases such that 
To calculate water paths for an element of the data structure we must know a m , b m,p , and t CTP,t,h . The value of b m,p for the data structure at a given time and location is determined by assuming that in each height category the ratio of ice to liquid does not depend on the overlying clouds height or the optical depth of the clouds in the column and only depends on the coarse cloud category. This means that the clouds in a given height category all have the same ratio of ice to liquid. Thus, we may calculate b m,p for all CTP,t, h in a given data structure in the database using the liquid and ice water paths contained in UWISC12B-CWC-RO and 2C-ICE for each category and the appropriate effective radii from MODIS and 2C-ICE that correspond to the location and time of the data structure. The low, middle, and high cloud categories are each assigned an average ice effective radius derived from the 2C-ICE dataset and all liquid clouds are assigned a liquid effective radius consistent with MODIS.
This leaves t CTP,t,h and a m as unknowns. We do not know which value of t CTP,t,h between the bounds of the MISR histogram optical depth intervals best describes the clouds within that element of the data structure. The MISR histogram bins are set to be consistent with ISCCP bins and are quite wide; thus, the choice of a mean bin optical thickness is important. The mean optical thickness within a histogram bin is observable, but the objective here is to compute reflected shortwave radiation from observed intrinsic cloud properties and to evaluate the sensitivity of SW
[ to variation in these cloud properties rather than calculate SW [ from t. In addition, there is no way to determine the values of a m observationally. There are many configurations of the values of a m (CTP,t, h) and t CTP,t,h constrained by the bin edges of the MISR CTH-OD histogram within the data structure that satisfy the observed liquid water path, ice water path, cloud fraction, and effective radius for the data structure as a whole, and we wish to select one of these in a way which does not assign an a priori distribution of optical thickness.
To objectively choose a configuration of t CTP,t,h and a m (CTP,t, h) across the data structure that satisfies the observational constraints for that location and time, we utilize a Monte Carlo technique similar to Kirkpatrick et al. (1983) . The Monte Carlo is used to determine values of a m (CTP,t, h) and t CTP,t,h that minimize the differencẽ DWP between observed and modeled area-averaged water paths (WP and WP 0 , respectively) for ice and liquid and each height category, as given bỹ
The area-averaged water path in each category and phase WP 0 m,p is calculated using the liquid and ice water path and cloud fraction contained in the data structure. In the creation of water paths within the data structure, the liquid and ice water path for a given t m,p are calculated using the observed cloud-top effective radius of liquid and the effective radius of ice for that category. Coefficients from Heymsfield et al. (2003) are used in the calculation of IWP from the optical depth and effective radius of ice. Liquid water path as a function of r e and t is calculated according to Slingo (1989) . We have chosen to use a Monte Carlo as described above because it does not assume a priori a distribution of mean optical depths within the elements of the MISR CTH-OD histogram or the distribution of optical depth between coarse vertical levels, and it only requires that the data structure generated by this method conforms to all the observed cloud properties for that region and time.
Using the method described above, the distribution of ice and liquid is found that is determined by the Monte Carlo algorithm to be in agreement with observations from 2C-ICE and UWISC12B-CWC-RO; the observed effective radii of ice and liquid; and the bin edges of MISR and the cloud fraction distribution within the MISR histogram. Any residual difference between the observed liquid and ice water path in each layer and the values calculated from the data structure are removed by multiplying the water path in each height category, phase, and element of the data structure by a constant factor equal to the ratio of observed to modeled water paths in that height category and phase for that element of the database. This process is used to create a database of mean monthly cloud populations over the Southern Ocean for 1.188 3 128 (latitude 3 longitude) regions during the period 2007-08.
From the data structure for a given region and time we may calculate upwelling shortwave radiation utilizing the Rapid Radiative Transfer Algorithm for GCMs (RRTMG) (Mlawer et al. 1997 ) and the surface albedo parameterization of Jin et al. (2011) . Calculations were performed using a modified version of RRTMG with liquid cloud optical properties from Mie calculations using a modified gamma size distribution with dispersion equal to 0.12. These properties are planned to be implemented in a future version of RRTMG (E. J. Mlawer 2013, personal communication) .
To calculate the monthly-mean upwelling shortwave flux from our data structure, orbital equations were used to calculate the distribution of u 0 for a given month and location. The SW
[ for each element of the data structure was calculated for six evenly spaced u 0 values within the month's range. These values were then interpolated to 150 values of u 0 . Values of SW [ at each interpolated u 0 were weighted by time and cloud fraction for each data structure element to calculate a monthly-mean SW [ for a given region. For each cloud layer represented within each element of the data structure the RRTMG was supplied with a vertically homogeneous layer consisting of liquid and ice of fixed pressure thickness consistent with Wang et al. (2000) . A single mean effective radius is provided for the liquid, and a single mean effective radius is provided for the ice. MODIS retrieves droplet effective radius close to cloud top (Platnick 2000) . To calculate an r e that describes the r e throughout the cloud rather than just near cloud top it is assumed that LWC increases linearly with height from cloud base that, at least for low clouds, is consistent with observations (Painemal and Zuidema 2011) . Thus, using the method described by Brenguier et al. (2000) , we calculate an effective radius for a vertically homogeneous layer that has the same LWP and optical depth as observed. This equates to an r e value that is 5 /6 of the retrieved cloud-top r e and thus results in a higher reflectance. We also show comparisons to observations at the end of this section using the unmodified retrieved r e to give some indication of the uncertainty range introduced by these assumptions.
To test the realism of our cloud database and the accuracy of our radiative transfer calculations we compared our calculated monthly SW [ values to those from CERES Energy Balanced and Filled (EBAF) 2.6r (Loeb et al. 2009 ). To examine the implications of uncertainty in observed cloud properties in the calculation of SW [ the data used as input to the algorithm have been repeated many times varying the observed liquid water path, the ice water path, and the effective radius between the minimum and maximum of the uncertainty range attached to each dataset. (A list of different cases is shown in Tables S1 and S2 of and comparing observed and calculated reflectivity, which is more sensitive to small errors in wintertime shortwave flux, found values of R $ 0.67 (Fig. 12) . Wintertime upwelling shortwave flux tends to be lower than the CERES data by a small amount. Because of the overall low shortwave flux in the wintertime, this leads to relatively large errors in reflectivity. This issue persists in the clear sky albedo as well indicating that is may not be an issue related to cloud properties. Potential sources of disagreement between the reconstructed SW [ and the CERES data could include failure of the plane-parallel assumption, lack of a twilight irradiance (Kato and Loeb 2003) in the reconstructed SW [ , and uncertainty in the surface albedo parameterization. Despite these potential sources of error, the variable of interest in simulating Earth's energy balance, the shortwave flux, agrees well overall. Grosvenor et al. (2012) and Chubb et al. (2013) reported that in situ observations of Southern Hemisphere high-latitude low clouds from aircraft show high abundances of supercooled water but relatively infrequent observations of ice particles. Chubb et al. (2013) also noted the frequent occurrence of drizzle, which, because of the large size of drizzle drops, may be confused with ice by the active remote sensing instruments. In consideration of this possible systematic error in the 2C-ICE data, we also show the case in which low cloud ice is set to be zero and no additional liquid water is created (Figs. 11 and 12) . Removal of the low cloud ice reduces the Southern Ocean reflectivity, especially during the winter. However, because of the relatively weak radiative effect of ice, the reduction in SW
[ is not large relative to the uncertainty in the other cloud properties, such as the MODIS channel used to retrieve r e or its assumed profile within the cloud. This is demonstrated in Figs. 11 and 12 by the large spread of the cases that have no low-altitude ice. While it is probably somewhat unphysical that no ice exists at pressures above 680 hPa, it is also worthwhile to consider the results from the 2C-ICE carefully given that the radiative signature of the low cloud ice is negligible.
The impact of cloud properties on TOA CRE
Because the upwelling shortwave radiation computed from our synthesis of remotely detected cloud properties is in agreement with observations of upwelling shortwave radiation, this analysis framework may be used to probe the importance of variability in individual cloud properties for the SW [ over the Southern Ocean. The framework of this analysis makes it relatively straightforward to alter cloud properties and recompute the upwelling shortwave radiation, thus allowing examination of the contributions of annual variation in cloud properties to the annual variation in albedo.
The effect of the annual cycle of various cloud properties on the upwelling shortwave radiation is examined because the annual cycle is the strongest signal in most cloud properties. To examine the impact of the seasonal cycle of a given cloud property on shortwave flux, SW
[ is recomputed using the annual-mean distribution of that property contained in each data structure, while allowing the distribution of the other properties to vary. The resulting distribution contained in the data structure is denoted as j. We then define the variation in cloud radiative effect (CRE) due to variation in cloud properties as CRE(j) 2 CRE(j), where j refers to the case where the distributions of all cloud properties are allowed to vary according to their seasonal cycles. To study the effects of the seasonal cycle of the radiatively dominant low cloud fraction the cloud fraction within each data structure is adjusted to keep the low cloud fraction constant while allowing upper-level cloud fractions to freely vary. That is to say, for a given month and location both the low cloud with no overlying cloud and the low cloud beneath overlying cloud will be adjusted. An ensemble is created to test the uncertainty in the impact of the annual cycle of a given cloud property on changes in SW [ because of measurement uncertainty in the observations used as input. Ensemble members are created by randomly selecting values for each input variable from values that are normally distributed about the mean observed value and within the measurement uncertainty at each point in time and space. The input variables that are selected from normal distributions within the observational uncertainty are as follows: the liquid and ice water paths; the effective radius of ice and liquid (the latter is assumed to be adiabatically distributed); the probability of cloud overlap from CloudSat; and the ratio upon the inclusion of dimethyl sulfide emissions in the model (Thomas et al. 2010) . We may also examine the effects of using the annual average in-cloud liquid water path for low clouds rather than the seasonally varying one (Fig. 14) . We can see that the peaking of total water path at pressures above 680 hPa in wintertime contributes positively to the CRE during this season [3- Similarly to the examination of the impact of the seasonal cycle of in-cloud liquid water path within the low clouds performed above, the effect of using the average in-cloud ice water path for low clouds rather than the seasonally varying one is investigated. The seasonal cycle of in-cloud ice water path has a significant radiative impact (Fig. 15) and an absolute contribution of 2 W m 22 (1.7%).
Given that MISR effectively detects low cloud and that they exhibit a strong annual cycle, we examine the impact of low cloud fraction variations on the SW [ . For each month we adjust the total cloud fraction in the low category to be equal to the annual-mean value. The distribution of clouds in optical depth and height is different in every month. The distribution for each month is adjusted by a constant multiple so that the total low cloud for that month is equal to the annual-mean low cloud fraction. In cases where no cloud fraction is retrieved, a spline fit is used to fill in missing values so that an annual mean may be calculated. The fractional change in CRE due to variation in low cloud coverage is shown in Fig. 16 water mass becomes additional cloud droplets. We see that the increase in liquid fraction during the summer increases the upwelling shortwave radiation in this season. This brightening is strengthened by holding the r e fixed rather than the number of droplets as seen by comparing Fig. 17 with Fig. 18 . Summertime increases yield increases in upwelling SW around 2-4 W m
22
(1%-2%) in the former case and around 1-2 W m
(,1%) in the latter. The difference in the strength of the phase transition dependent on microphysical assumptions draws attention to the importance of careful consideration of the influence of cloud microphysics in the Southern Ocean region on the upwelling shortwave radiation. However, in reality the situation is likely complicated beyond the two simple cases we have presented here by feedbacks between the presence of ice, precipitation, cloud dynamics, aerosol scavenging, and cloud coverage as described by Morrison et al. (2011) and Berner et al. (2013) . It is possible that in a case where CCN does not change drastically the constant r e case might be more accurate given the occurrence of small regions of pure liquid and ice in mixed phase (Grosvenor et al. 2012; Vidaurre and Hallett 2009 ). These two simple cases are selected to indicate the radiative impact of the liquid to ice transition in low cloud in the Southern Ocean and demonstrate the importance of constraining the microphysics during such transitions. Our calculated changes in upwelling shortwave radiation, performed assuming non-interacting liquid and ice, are likely to be smaller than a case where ice and liquid interactions were simulated since it is likely that increases in total water path would occur with decreasing ice because of a reduction in precipitation. Because of the poorly constrained nature of the interactions between mixed-phase microphysics and macrophysics, we offer the simpler case where ice and liquid do not affect each other.
Summary and discussion
We have presented observational datasets detailing the annual cycles and latitudinal structure of cloud properties that affect cloud reflectivity. These datasets were combined and analyzed using a procedure designed to assimilate FIG. 16 . As in Fig. 13 multiple remote sensing instruments. The upwelling shortwave radiation was calculated from this cloud property construction and the reflected radiation generated by this method was found to explain more than 92% of the variance in observations. Using the radiative transfer model, we were able to test the sensitivity of upwelling shortwave radiation to variations in cloud properties. d MISR shows a summertime peak in low cloud fraction and wintertime peaks in middle and high cloud consistent with lower-tropospheric stability and synoptic activity, respectively. These results are in agreement with several previous studies (Klein and Hartmann 1993; Wood and Bretherton 2006; Haynes et al. 2011; Bromwich et al. 2012) . We find that the variations in low cloud fraction account for a percentage of shortwave CRE that is roughly proportional to the cloud coverage variation. The increase in low cloud coverage in the summer is responsible for around 9-11 W m 22 of increased SW [ relative to the mean. This effect, combined with the summertime brightening due to decreased r e , as described above, indicates the importance of the simulation of both these effects in climate models to correctly reproduce the upwelling shortwave radiation in the Southern Ocean in both mean state and warmed climates. This appears to not be the case with respect to the seasonal cycle of low cloud fraction in previous generations of climate models. CMIP3 models do not effectively reproduce the observed correlation between stability and cloud fraction or an increase in cloud fraction in a warmed climate, consistent with maintaining the observed relationship of stability and cloud fraction (CF) under a robust 0.5-1-K increase in estimated inversion strength (Caldwell et al. 2013 ). Thus, climate models might underrepresent both the pronounced effect of low cloud changes on the seasonal cycle of SW [ as described here and potential increases in SW [ in a warmed climate because of increased low cloud coverage in step with strengthening inversions.
d Using microwave, radar, and lidar, we show a pronounced wintertime increase in total condensed water in low cloud. This may result from efficient longwave cooling at cloud top during the lengthy winter nights in this region . The increase in wintertime in-cloud liquid and ice is supported by our calculations of the annual cycle of upwelling shortwave radiation. Without the wintertime increase in in-cloud LWP and IWP the reflected wintertime shortwave radiation that we calculate would be much less than observed. Despite a marked decrease in the summer, a large amount of ice is still found in low clouds by the 2C-ICE algorithm, which gives them the possibility of further brightening as the ice transitions to liquid in a warmed climate. On the other hand, the radiative signature of the low cloud ice was found to be relatively faint compared to the rest of the constituents of the cloud systems in the Southern Ocean, while the potential effect of the transition between liquid and ice over the course of a year was found to be pronounced. This reinforces the need for further in situ measurements of low cloud ice in the pristine Southern Ocean such as pursued by Grosvenor et al. (2012) and Chubb et al. (2013) and merged data products investigating cloud ice such as those described by Huang et al. (2006) . If low cloud ice exists in the Southern Ocean to the extent that it is diagnosed by the current generation of remote sensing instruments, it has the potential of affecting the climate system. This is investigated in the second part of this paper (McCoy et al. 2014 ).
